Project 1 Testing Day

24-370 - Spring 2011
Professor Steve Collins

Reminders

• Project 1 reports due now, at front :D
• HW3 due Friday in folder in SH 423
Logistics

1. I call your name
   – Come to front
2. Geometric check
   – Projected onto the overhead screen
3. Weigh in
   – Mass recorded
4. Load application
   – Loaded, result recorded
   – Broken (where reasonable)

Announcements

• Big idea for the day: gather high-fidelity data
  – Learn new things about the mechanical system
  – Learn from other designs
  – Synthesize to improve intuition
  – Apply to next iteration...

• Big announcement: Project 1 v2
  – Rev 2 manufacturing documents due Wednesday
  – Short report addendum also due Wednesday
  – Second chance for a successful part